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1. Answer any fivequestions 
of the following: 

2;J=10

(a)ExplainwhyspecificconductanceofasolutionofNaClinwaterdecreaseswithdilution
while the equivalent conductance increases with dilution'

(b)Definechemicalpotential.Explainwhetheritisanextensiveproperty.t+|-2

(c) Starting from van,t Hoff isotherm establish the condition for equilibrium of a chemical

reaction' ' is an accidental

(d) Show that in a rectangular ::,. 
*tt' sides L* = L and y' = 2L' there 

2

degeneracy between the statei (l ' 4) arld (2' 2) ' 
l+l=2

(e) Define coefficient of viscosity' Find its dimension' 
,arqr,rre- 2

(D Explain whether partition coefficient depends on temperature'

G)Explainwhetherthefuncdon*-_mbehaveswellwithintherange-83x<8.2

(h)DepictdiagrammaticallythevariationofASmi,.duringpreparationofanidealmixture.25y)=10

2. Answer any twoquestions of the following:

(a) Arrive at the equation for the determination of coefficient of viscosity of a liquid by falling
5

sPhere model' 
tc.

6
(b)(i)ifV,r=llslnTforaparticleinanonedimensionalboxoflengthL'evaltate:

(ii)IfMisalinearope{atofTdifft:1=bVrandM\P,=bPz,provethatClvl+C2tP2is
also an eigenfunction of M with eigenvalue b' 

t .t^ 

3+2=5

(c)(i)Discusstheprinciplebehindonofequilibriumconstantofthereaction
Kl + 12+ I(I3 otitfui"' Nernst's distribution law' 

4+l=5

(ii) StateOstwald's dilutionlaw' 
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(d) (i) Define ionic mobility. Derive a relation between ionic mobility and ionic conductance.

(ii) Establish the relation between molar conductance and equivalent conductance of
Aluminium phosphate.

3. Answer any two questions of the followings:

(a) (i) Find an expression for AG.i* when n4 moles of A is mixed with np moles of B to prepare

an ideal solution. From it find the value of AH*i' during ideal mixing.

(ii) At 1000K, Kp = 3.5 for the reaction 2$0zb) + oz@) = Zs%(g) when pressure is

expressed in atmosphere unit. Find AG', and L,Go, for the reaction at 1000K and explain

the reason behind the difference. (3+2)+(4+t)

(b) (i) For the reaction 2A(g) = 28 (g) + C (g) , the value of K, of the reaction increases by 2Vo

per degree celsius rise in temperatwe at227"C. Calculate AHo and AGo for the reaction at

this temperature.

(ii) Show ,n" (#) r,- = 7i, where the terms have their usual significance.

(iii) State Fick's law and hence identify the terms 'flux' and 'force'.

(iv) What are phenomenological relations?

(c) (i) For the photoelectric effect of sodium metal, K^o* = 3 ' 47 x L}-lel for a radiation of

wavelength 3t25L and K*o* = 1 .95 x70-7eJ for a radiation of wavelength 4047L.
Find Planck's constant and the work function for sodium metal if K*o* represents the

maximum kinetic energy of emitted electrons.

(ii) Find the average potential energy and average kinetic energy using the ground state wave

function of the harmonic oscillator.

(iii) Name two experiments which proved particle have wave character. 3+5+2

(d) (i) What is fugacity? Write down it's significance.

(ii) How can we determine A6 and dissociation constant of a weak electrolyte graphically?

(iii) Show that the temperature coefficient of the viscosity coefflcient of a gas is opposite in
sign to that of a liquid.

t+3+3+2
(iv) Draw and explain the conductometric curve for the titration of KCI vs AgNO3.

3+2=5

l0x2=20

3+2+3+2


